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I. WITNESS BACKGROUND

Todd D. Eaby ("TDE")

Q1. Please state your full name.

Al. (TDE) My name is Todd D. Eaby.

Q2. By whom are you employed and what is your position?

A2. (TDE) I work as a Geologist/Project Manager with Science,

Applications International Corporation (SAIC) in their Harrisburg,
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Pennsylvania office. SAIC acts as the Army's technical consultant and

expert on selected tasks related to the planned decommissioning of the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) materials license at the

Jefferson Proving Ground (JPG).

Q3. Please summarize your professional and educational qualifications.

A3. (TDE) My professional and educational experience is summarized in

the rdsume attached to this testimony as "Exhibit TDE #1". Briefly

summarized, I am a Licensed Professional Geologist in both Indiana and

Pennsylvania. I have been actively employed as an environmental

consultant for more than 15 years and I have been a licensed geologist in

Pennsylvania for more than 3 years.

I have experience in the completion of site characterizations with

respect to determining impacts of historical activities as well as

contaminant transport at sites with varied soils, hydrologic and geologic

settings, most notably and related at sites with Karst and fractured

bedrock as is the condition at JPG.

I have been involved in groundwater characterization at over three

large (200 acres or more) and numerous small sites where Karst is

present as well as over six large and numerous small sites in varied

hydrogeologic settings, some of which included groundwater flow

dominated by the presence of bedrock fractures, which add to the

complexity of the hydrogeology.

Most recently, I am the Project Manager for a Supplemental

Remedial Investigation (RI) at a former Naval Ordnance Plant being

completed for the present property owner and the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers (USACE) Baltimore District, where Karst and fractured bedrock

is contributing to the contaminant transport at the site.

I received a B. S. degree in Geology from Millersville University in

1990. I have certification in OSHA Supervisor Training, OSHA Hazardous
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Waste Operations Training, OSHA Confined Space Entry Training and

OSHA Excavation Competent Person Training.

Q4. Please summarize the nature of your professional involvement with

JPG.

A4. (TDE) I have been providing technical support to the Army's JPG

facility since early 2004. I have visited JPG on several occasions and have

both participated in field work and provided oversight and technical

direction of field personnel. These field activities consisted of an initial tour

and site reconnaissance of the Depleted Uranium (DU) Impact Area,.the

electrical imaging (El) study, surface water gauging station installations,

soil verification, surface water flow monitoring and well location selection

and installation. During several of these site visits, I have personally

examined DU penetrators including several embedded in soils in the DU

Impact Area.

I1. OVERVIEW

Issues Raised By Basis Item "b" to STV Contention B-1

Q5. What is the purpose of your testimony?

AS. (TDE) The purpose of my testimony is to address, on behalf of the

Army, hydrological and geological issues at JPG as raised by Save The

Valley ("STV") as part of its Contention B-1 in these proceedings.

A group named Save the Valley, Inc (STV) has asserted in

Contention B-1 in a May 31, 2006 filing with the NRC that:

"As filed, the FSP is not properly designed to obtain all of the

verifiable data required for reliable dose modeling and accurate

assessment of the effects on exposure pathways of meteorological,

geological, hydrological, animal, and human features specific to the

JPG site and its surrounding area."
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In that 'filing STV provided 18 supporting bases for their contention,

lettered "a" through Y' (basis "p" was withdrawn with this filing of the Final

Contentions of STV).

The purpose of my testimony is to provide evidence and expert

opinion that refutes the assertions and/or provides clarification to the

statements made in basis items "b, "c," "g," "h," and "i." I will also be

providing testimony pertaining to the testimony of Charles Norris,

submitted herein and dated July 13, 2007

STV's Basis Item "b" states:

"The discussion in section 6.2.1 is disturbing in its failure to set out the

chemistry of the monitoring system at this stage and its cavalier dismissal

of ground water as a direct exposure route to humans due to its

supposedly 'poor quality.' The 'poor quality' that is being cited is, in part, a

function of existing data being sampled from wells that are definitely not iri

'conduits' that would presumably flush frequently and carry good water.

Instead, the 'poor quality' data are drawn often from tight, clayey wells and

wells that may well have had multiple types of contaminating material

falling into them due to poor maintenance."

Q6. What is your understanding of the technical issues raised by basis

item "b" of STV's Contention B-I?

A6. (TDE) In its license amendment application Army is seeking an

alternate schedule to perform site characterization work for the submission

of a decommissioning plan for JPG. S-V's basis item "b" raises alleged

issues relating to the basic framework of the "chemistry" for the site

characterization and to the discussion of the site water "quality" as both

are set out in the Field Sampling Plan. By implication, STV asserts that

the license amendment should not be approved unless the Army provides

more specific information at the outset as to the analysis to be conducted

at the JPG site.
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Q7. Do you agree with the assertions contained in Basis Item "b" of STV

Contention B-I?

A7. (TDE) No.

Q8. What is the basis for your disagreement?

A8. (TDE) I disagree with STV's statement that the laboratory analysis or
"chemistry" has not been specified in the May 2005 Field Sampling Plan

(FSP) (SAIC 2005a, ADAMS ML051520319). The May 2005 FSP

indicates the basic framework of the laboratory analysis for the site

characterization by providing sample types, analyses, media, volume,

sample containers and preservatives on Table 8-1. Total and isotopic

uranium is specified to be analyzed for all samples collected.

As intended and stated in Section 4.1 Task Description (p. 4-1) of

the FSP, "...plans for this project are defined in detail in the FSP and the

Health and Safety Plan (HASP) (SAIC 2005b) for the first year (fiscal year

[FY] 2006) of the project.. Subsequent year tasks and associated

activities will be planned and detailed as addenda to the FSP and HASP."

An example of this refinement of the site characterization plans is

demonstrated with the Well Location Selection Report (SAIC 2007a,

ADAMS ML070220461), in Section 6.2.3, where additional "chemistry"

details are planned and proposed. In addition, further details on sampling

and laboratory analysis are provided in the original Quality Assurance

Project Plan (SAIC 2005c). In this way of continuing to revise and further

define the site characterization plan based on continuing site observations

and collected data, the site characterization plan is not static, but is

continually evaluated, and tailored to collect the data required based on

actual site conditions and not only on the original assumptions, which

would occur under STV's desire to have the "chemistry" set from the

onset.
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The FSP (SAIC 2005a) was prepared in this fashion, with the intent

to provide additional details for future tasks, so that the originally proposed

characterization tasks could be modified and proposed through FSP

addenda to allow the evaluation and use of collected data from the

preceding tasks. In this manner the need for additional data could be

identified and additional data collection and more appropriate data

collection methods could be considered, proposed and included in the

characterization.

Another example of the evolution of the characterization of the DU

Impact Area is demonstrated by the Army making provision to have the

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) sample and analyze ground water and

dissolved gases if warranted by data currently being and proposed to be

collected under the FSP (SAIC 2005a) and addenda.

Ill. Discussion

Specificity of "Chemistry"; Water Quality

Q9. Please describe the technical or analytical bases for your

disagreement with STV's Basis Item "b".

A9. (TDE) This process of evaluating and revising a site characterization

plan based on acquired site specific data is a common and accepted

practice in completing environmental site characterizations.

The first steps of our program following the collection and review of

published site background data is to install wells and develop the

monitoring system, by collecting ý preliminary initial data that are used to

help define the monitoring program and then develop and propose the

monitoring program, sample collection method details, and specific

laboratory analysis that will be completed.

The more complex the hydrogeologic setting and potential

transportation mechanisms that are present at the site, the more complex

the characterization may be requiring careful, tiered or phased
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investigations based and designed on collected and observed site-soecific

data and conditions, not on assumptions alone. JPG, based on known site

conditions, and as defined in NUREG 1757, Volume 2 (NRC 2006), has

"complex" technical aspects. Furthermore, it is stated in NUREG 1757,

Volume 2 that:

"Technically complex sites are generally sites with one or more of the

following conditions:...planned license termination under restricted

conditions (10 CFR 20.1403);... unusual physical or lithologic properties,

such as a highly fractured formation, karst features, or sinkholes that may

significantly impact assumptions of transport models or the overall

conceptual model."

And that:

"Technically complex sites may require more advanced remediation,

survey planning, or performance assessment modeling and analysis

approaches.. .collect characterization data..., and design site- or source-

specific survey plans. Because of the complex nature of these sites, the

scope of NRC staff review will depend on site-specific conditions and on

the degree of site complexity. Therefore, a generic NRC staff review of

complex sites cannot be articulated in this volume."

To propose the specifics of the monitoring program and laboratory

analysis to that detail suggested by STV in their basis at the onset of the

characterization before collecting site-specific data that will be acquired

during the initial field tasks would be making assumptions about

site-specific conditions that could be clarified with the initial data collected

and would be contradictory to the guidance provided in the sections of

NUREG 1757, Volume 2 (NRC 2006) referenced above.

QIO. Do you agree or disagree with STV's statement "...its cavalier

dismissal of ground water as a direct exposure route to humans

due to its supposedly 'poor quality.'"
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A10. (TDE) I disagree.

QI11. What is the basis for your disagreement?

All 1. (TDE) In the very FSP (SAIC 2005a) section that S1V cites in this

basis (Section 6.2.1), it is stated "Onsite and offsite human and ecological

receptors could be impacted by DU leaching through soil to the underlying

aquifer. Contaminated drinking water can enter the human or ecological

food chain indirectly (e.g., livestock drinking water) or directly (e.g.,

drinking water supply)."

Furthermore, groundwater as a potential exposure pathway was

acknowledged in Figure 2-7, (Conceptual Site Model of DU Transport

Through The Environment At and Around the JPG DU Impact Area) of the

FSP (SAIC 2005a) and in Figure 1-2 (Conceptual Site Model of DU

Transport Through the Environment) included in the November 2004 final

"Responses to The Nuclear Regulatory Commission May 20, 2004

Request for Additional Information Regarding The Environmental

Monitoring Program Plan" (2004) response to NRC question 1.

In addition, in that response to NRC question I it is stated that

"Impacted surface water and groundwater could (emphasis added)

migrate to drinking water sources."

Furthermore, why would we and the Army waste the large amount

of time and resources completing the fracture trace analysis, El survey,

locating proposed drilling locations on potential groundwater "conduits"

and installing the monitoring well pairs to evaluate and characterize

groundwater flow and potential for contaminant migration, if we and the

Army were not acknowledging that the groundwater could be a direct

exposure pathway?

STV incorrectly states that "The 'poor quality' that is being cited is,

in part, a function of existing data being sampled from wells that are

definitely not in 'conduits' that would presumably flush frequently and carry
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good water. Instead, the 'poor quality' data are drawn often from tight,

clayey wells and wells that may well have had multiple types of

contaminating material falling into them due to poor maintenance." The

citation of "poor quality" was from a 2002 Montgomery Watson Harza

report (MWH 2002) and was not determined or derived from data -resulting

from historical sampling of the wells located at JPG, specifically the wells

in proximity to the DU Impact Area, but by the fact that the aquifer is not

considered to be a good source of readily available groundwater and

therefore, from an economic standpoint is an aquifer of "poor quality." The

Army has repeatedly responded and modified it's assertion in Section

6.2.1 of the FSP (SAIC 2005a) that "the aquifer is not a drinking water

source..." and has since stated that "...there are few wells in the vicinity of

the JPG that are used for domestic supplies..."

Furthermore, the DU Impact Area at the closest point is nearly 2

miles from the JPG boundary; therefore, the closest domestic supply well

can safely be assumed to be located at least 2 miles away assuming

conservatively that a domestic supply well is located immediately outside

of the JPG boundary.

S'V has expressed in discussions with the Army and previous

responses that they do not agree with our opinion that the aquifer

generally has "low productivity" or lack of sufficient volume for domestic

water supplies. It is my professional opinion that the aquifer underlying the

study area generally has a low yield and without extensive investigation

(e.g., fracture trace, El) the majority of wells drilled into the aquifer will not

encounter features or conditions that provide sufficient yield for supply

wells or an appropriate monitoring location for evaluating the potential for

DU migration from the DU Impact Area.

My opinion is further supported by the statements in the

USGS open-file report entitled "Lineaments and Fracture Trace, Jennings

County, and Jefferson Proving Ground, Indiana" (Greeman 1981, page 1,
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Eaby References given at Answer 63, Item 1) that "Jennings and several

adjacent counties are economically restricted by inadequate water

supplies.. .Many wells tapping this aquifer are unable to supply single-

dwelling needs.. .well placement is important in this area, as fractures are

a principal source of water to wells." The report goes on to cite low

productivity in the aquifer numerous times and how many areas are not

supplied by groundwater, but by water companies that use surface water

that often is transmitted by pipe long distances from the source to the

users.

Q12. Are you familiar with the testimony offered by Charles Norris in this

hearing?

A12. (TDE) Yes, I have reviewed his written testimony dated July 13,

2007.

Q13. Do you agree or disagree with his opinions and conclusions

concerning the adequacy of the hydrogeological characterization

program?

A13. (TDE) I disagree. But let me first state that Mr. Norris identifies seven

major elements of the hydrogeological characterization program. I will be

testifying as to three elements of the deficiencies which he identifies in his

Answer 20 as the focus of his testimony. These elements are:

* well installation and assessment,

* surface water sampling and

* sediment sampling programs.

The remaining four elements will be the subject of the testimony of my co-

worker, Stephen Snyder.

Q14. Would you briefly state the general basis for your disagreement with

Mr. Norris as to the element of well installation and assessment?
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A14. (TDE) Yes. Mr. Norris contends in his testimony that the FSP, and,

in particular, the well installation and assessment, is inadequate to provide

for the proper site characterization for the Army to prepare a

decommissioning plan. Mr. Norris criticizes the methods of well

installation and construction while either choosing not to acknowledge the

apparent drilling and well construction difficulties due to the subsurface

conditions that are normally present where karst features are suspected or

is demonstrating, his lack of understanding of characterization

methodology, data reduction, and interpretation. His criticism of the

construction details appears to be either a result of a choice to not

understand the details in the FSP or the lack of working knowledge of the

construction materials and their application in constructing wells. His

criticism of the well assessment and the lack of acknowledgement of the

evaluations included as described in-the FSP addendum 4 (SAIC 2007a,

ADAMS ML070220165) and the Well Selection Report (SAIC 2007b) also

demonstrates his choice to either ignore the details of the assessment as

presented or his lack of understanding of characterization methodology,

data reduction, and interpretation.

Q1 5. Would you briefly state the general basis for your disagreement with

Mr. Norris as to the two elements of surface water and sediment

sampling?

A15. (TDE) Yes. In essence, Mr. Norris' testimony concerning

groundwater, surface water and sediment contends that the current

sampling programs for these media under the FSP (SAIC 2005) are

deficient in meeting the eventual requirement for the Army to submit an

effective decommissioning plan in 2011.

Mr. Norris demonstrates a misunderstanding of, and misstates the

Army's approach,. specifically demonstrated by his continual failure to

recognize that, as stated in the FSP (SAIC 2005) and presented

numerous times to S'V, the FSP (SAIC 2005) provides the framework for
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the -site characterization of the DU Impact Area and included the

investigation details only for the first year of investigation. Details for the

following year's investigations would be provided in future addenda

providing the crucial and necessary ability to modify the FSP (SAIC 2005)

based on the newly acquired and evaluated site-specific data. With an

investigation of this magnitude and complexity, the phasing and "building"

of the investigation on acquired site-specific data is the most efficient and

accurate process for completing a meaningful and adequate site

characterization.

Many of Mr. Norris' claims are premature and will be or have been

adequately addressed in future addenda.

He claims a need for identifying and completely- mapping every

individual potential pathway including each and every groundwater conduit

and area of influence of those transport mechanisms for DU to move

through groundwater, surface water and sediment, no matter how minor,

or improbable to be present at the site. He suggests the need for

characterization of potential conditions or transport mechanisms, but

provides no site-specific data to support the need for investigation at this

stage of collecting basic site data. The FSP presented will allow the

collection of the basic site-specific data that will account for these unique

conditions while evaluating site conditions and most probable transport

mechanisms present allowing site characterization for the purposes of

providing a sufficient decommissioning-plan.

Mr. Norris attempts to present inconsistencies within the FSP and

addenda to cast doubt on the adequacy of the entire program and my

testimony will demonstrate that he misunderstands, misinterprets and

misstates the Army's site characterization approach. More specifically, he

continually calls for investigation and characterization of anticipated

receptors, mechanisms of transport -and conditions where he has no site-
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specific data to suggest these items are present or are potentially

occurring.

Mr. Norris suggests over and over the need for investigating and

evaluating the potential for transport outside of JPG and- even outside of

the most probable drainage and transport area when there is absolutely

no current data that suggests that this could be a possibility and is

potentially occurring. To look "far" away from the source to characterize

the potential for transport or impact to that "far" away location would be

inappropriate and potentially misleading without some site-specific data

that would suggest a need or possibility of transport to that location.

Our approach, which is normal and accepted in the scientific

community, is to first investigate the most probable location for. impacts

and transport mechanisms so that data will be collected that can be used

to develop a meaningful refined and accurate site conceptual site model

(CSM) that will be used along with the collected data to provide updated

inputs for development of the RESRAD model for preparation of a

decommissioning plan.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As to Basis Item "b"

Q16. Please summarize your testimony with regard to Basis Item "b".

A16. (TDE) My testimony can be summarized as follows:

The suggestion by STV that the "chemistry" should be set out from

the beginning would result in a plan based mostly on assumptions of site

conditions not on actual site conditions. Our plan of a tiered approach

based on the results of previous studies and actually determined site

conditions and data will result in a more complete, accurate, and

representative site characterization. The project should continue as

presented in the FSP by using the basic framework proposed for the

"chemistry" with the sample analysis and the groundwater monitoring
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details being developed following the collection of the data from the

monitoring wells. To set the complete sample analysis parameters prior to

collection of at least some basic site data could be counterproductive and

would likely require modifications based on the data received from well

installations.

The future development of the FSP and addenda will be monitored

and evaluated by the NRC as indicated in the following statement:

"NRC anticipates having annual (or more frequent) meetings at NRC

headquarters, open to the public, to discuss the Army's progress in

completing the site characterization and new decommissioning plan.

These meetings should occur prior to the initiation of significant planned

field activities, such as determining the number and location of new

monitoring wells."

Taken from Technical Review of Request for an Amendment to

License SUB-1435 (Docket No. 040-08838) Proposing an Alternate

Schedule for the Submission of a Decommissioning Plan for Jefferson

Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (U.S. Army 2006a). This is the official

date that the Army's request for an extension to the schedule was

approved.

V. OVERVIEW

Issues Raised By Basis Item "c" to STV Contention B-1

Q17. What is your understanding of the technical issues raised by basis

item "c" of STV's Contention B-I?

A17. (TDE) In Basis Item "c" STV stated that:

"The wells to be used for staging should not be limited by assumption to

six wells, as proposed in section 6.2.2. Six may be enough, but it also may

not be. The actual number should be a function of results achieved, not
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assumptions made. (it is hoped that the last sentence in this section

mistakenly left an "s" off the word "well."

By implication STV asserts that the license amendment should not

be approved unless the Army is required to commit to completing

groundwater staging at more than six wells at the JPG site.

Q18. Do you agree that the Army is only committing to complete

groundwater staging at six wells in its FSP?

A18. (TDE) No. Even in the basis presented by SWV, they state that six

wells may be enough and do not present a meaningful dispute.

Furthermore, it has been stated numerous times and places as well

as in the response to basis b above that the FSP (SAIC 2005a) was a

starting point and would be modified by addenda following the collection

and evaluation of data. This way the characterization of the DU Impact

Area would not be designed in a vacuum, and be static, but would be

designed in steps building on the preceding site-specific data collected,

resulting in a more meaningful and accurate site characterization. The

Army has indicated previously in discussions with SIV that the number of

groundwater staging wells will not be limited to the six wells that constrain

the FSP (SAIC 2005), rather that the eventual appropriate number of wells

will be determined. Furthermore, the design of the characterization will be

modified over time as site-specific data is acquired and evaluated .and will

be discussed during annual meetings with the NRC staff as stated in the

previous response.

By the way, an "s" was mistakenly left off the word "well" in Section

6.2.2 of the FSP.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As to Basis Item "c"

Q19. Please summarize your testimony with regard to Basis Item "c".

A19. (TDE) My testimony can be summarized as follows:
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The project should continue with the realization that the number of wells

which will be used to collect groundwater staging data will not be limited to

six. Following the well installation and preliminary evaluation of the aquifer

conditions, the appropriate number of wells for collection of groundwater

staging data will be reviewed.

VII. OVERVIEW

Issues Raised By Basis Item "g" to STV Contention B-1

Q20. What is your understanding of the technical issues raised by basis

item "g" of STV's Contention B-l?

A20. (TDE) In its Basis item "g" STV states:

"The FSP states in section 6.2.4.4 that the new wells will not be tested for

permeability. Granted, if a particular well is sunk into a well-developed

conduit, it will not be feasible to measure permeability. But, the nature of

karst features is to be hard to locate precisely, so it is likely that at least

some of the wells will simply be in bedrock with some enhanced

permeability, which should be measured if it can be. Moreover, the

conductivity of the rock adjacent to and feeding the conduit is a major

determinant of flow through the system. The same holds true for aquifer

testing. If pumping the aquifer shows interconnection among two or more

of these conduit pairs, that result will provide very valuable information

about the system transporting DU from the site, so it should be determined

and reported when it occurs."

By implication STV once again asserts that the license amendment should

not be approved unless the Army is required to commit to more specific

analysis, here permeability and aquifer testing, at the JPG site.

Q21. Do you agree with the position asserted in Basis Item "g" of STV

Contention B-I?

A21. (TDE) No.

VIII. Discussion
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Permeability and Aquifer Testing

Q22. What is the basis for your disagreement?

A22. (TDE) STV has incorrectly stated in their basis that: "The FSP states

in section 6.2.4.4 that the new wells will not be tested for permeability."

The FSP in section 6.2.4.4 actually states: "No aquifer testing is scheduled

at this time..."

The February 2006 response to NRC Request for Additional

Information (RAI) #2 (Army 2006b, ADAMS ML060590379) described the

phased approach to the investigation including the consideration of aquifer

testing following the installation of the monitoring network and the

collection of basic information and data on the aquifer system.

STV is speculating that the proposed wells will be installed within

areas that have conditions that can be tested with simple methods (e.g.,

slug testing) for estimating hydraulic conductivities. The proposed well

locations are being developed to intersect Karst conduits and/or fractures

and by nature are anticipated to have hydraulic conductivities that are

greater than that can be reasonably measured with simple testing

methods so that required basic information needs to be collected prior to

designing and proposing a plan for aquifer testing at these proposed wells

and of the monitoring network.

Blindly proposing aquifer and well testing without additional basic

site-specifiC data as suggested by STV would most likely result in a waste

of time, effort and money as well as collecting useless data for the

purpose of site characterization, refinement of the conceptual site model

(CSM) and providing site-specific updated inputs for RESRAD.. It is more

appropriate and efficient to have consideration and design of applicable

well and/or aquifer testing following the collection of basic monitoring

location Specific data during well installation and the following monitoring

as the Army has proposed in the FSP (SAIC 2005) and previous NRC

requests for additional information RAI responses. This phased approach
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of basic data collection followed by consideration and design of aquifer

testing would more likely result in appropriate and useful aquifer testing

and aquifer specific data that could be used for site characterization,

refinement of the conceptual site model (CSM) and providing site-specific

updated inputs for RESRAD.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As to Basis Item "g"

Q23. Please summarize your testimony with regard to Basis Item "g".

A23. (TDE) My testimony can be summarized as follows:

Proposing aquifer testing without knowledge of the basic aquifer

parameters and well construction details is inappropriate at this point in

the site characterization. The project should continue in the fashion

presented in the FSP (SAIC 2005a) and addenda (SAIC 2006a, 2006b,

2007b, respectively ADAMS ML061930256, ML061930287 and

ML070220165) to allow the collection of the necessary basic site-specific

data that will be used for site characterization. This basic site-specific data

will be used to complete an evaluation and determination of the need for

additional tests and studies, which could include aquifer testing if

determined to be useful and necessary to provide a reasonably accurate

characterization of the DU Impact Area and the potential for DU migration

to potential receptors for the purpose of preparing a decommissioning

plan.

X. OVERVIEW

Issues Raised By Basis Item "h" to STV Contention B-1

Q24. What is your understanding of the technical issues raised by basis

item "h" of STV's Contention B-I?

A24. (TDE) In its Basis item "h" STV states:
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"Contrary to section 6.2.4.3, geophysical testing and video taping of all of

the well drilling should be required in intervals where it is physically

possible. The understanding obtained from cuttings, particularly air-drilled

cuttings, what material has been drilled through and in which a well is

being completed is extremely limited. Logging and videoing the borings as

they are being drilled actually records what the boring encountered and

provides much valuable information for reasonably interpreting the water

data that is later collected over time. If turbidity precludes video taping of a

boring, teleview logging is a valuable alternative. Where boring logs

cannot safely be run, logging through the casing can and should be done."

STV is asserting that geophysical testing and borehole video taping of all

well drilling is appropriate at the JPG site and that the license amendment

should not be approved unless the Army is required to perform such

taping and testing.

Q26. Do you agree with the position asserted in Basis Item "h" of STV

Contention B-I?

A26. (TDE) No.

XI. Discussion

Borehole Geophysical Testing

Q27. What is the basis for your disagreement?

A27. (TDE) Useful and necessary geophysical and video logging of the

wells for the purpose of completing an accurate site characterization

cannot be conducted using the drilling techniques necessary and

proposed because the majority of borehole logging methods and

specifically the methods suggested by STV require an open borehole.

STV suggests that "...logging through the casing can and should be

done." The drilling method proposed in both the FSP (SAIC 2005) and

FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC2007a, ADAMS ML070220165) anticipates

difficult drilling conditions and proposes having a steel casing advanced in
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the borehole simultaneously while drilling. The geophysical borehole

logging methods that can be completed through steel casing are very

limited and would not provide any additional aquifer information that is not

determined by the rig geologist's observations.

To complete the STV's suggested logging method, alternate drilling.

methods would have to be applied. My experience from previous attempts

at advancing boreholes into these types of identified features using

methods other than that with casing advancement have resulted in lost or

broken tooling, unstable boreholes, and borehole collapse/loss. If an

alternate method, other than that proposed, were adopted, borehole

collapse and muddy conditions would result in incomplete

geophysical/video data.

Down-hole video and geophysical tooling are very expensive (from

$1,000s to tens of $1,000s), and most owners of the equipment would not

be willing to risk their equipment in known unstable boreholes. In addition,

the revised drilling method (selected for safety reasons due to the

presence of unexploded ordnance (UXO) will provide rock cores from the

borings that can be directly observed, eliminating the need or usefulness

of many of the borehole geophysical methods.

Q28. Do you agree or disagree with STV's statement that, "The

understanding obtained from cuttings, particularly air-drilled

cuttings, what material has been drilled through and in which a well

is being completed is extremely limited."'?

A28. (TDE) I disagree.

Q29. What is the basis for your disagreement?

A29. We have successfully used the proposed methods and sequence of

investigation tasks to locate and place well-screen intervals into Karst

features and bedrock fractures at several other sites with numerous wells.
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As stated in Applied Hydrogeology (Fetter 1988, page 287), "Karst

is a term applied to topography formed over limestone, dolomite or

gypsum; characterized by sinkholes, caverns and lack of surface

streams." The understanding we gained at those sites from the

combination of the fracture trace analysis, El, and the rig geologist's

observations and prepared drilling logs provided sufficient understanding

required to complete the task of installing wells in groundwater flow

pathways or conduits necessary to characterize the site and the potential

for contaminant migration.

This being said, the well installation method and process that is

presently proposed for the well installation at JPG will provide even more

data and detail on the subsurface than the air-rotary method originally

proposed.

The FSP (SAIC 2005) was submitted in May 2005 and as stated in

Section 4.1 Task Description (p. 4-1), "...plans for this project are defined

in detail for this FSP and the HASP (SAIC 2005a) for the first year (FY

2005-2006) of the project. Subsequent year tasks and associated

activities will be planned and detailed as addenda to the FSP and HASP."

Additional detail for activities to be completed following the first year will

be further detailed in FSP addenda.

The FSP (SAIC 2005) was prepared in this fashion, with the intent

to provide additional details for future tasks, so that the originally proposed

characterization tasks could be modified and proposed through FSP

addenda to allow the evaluation and use of collected data from the

preceding tasks. In this manner, the need for additional data could be

identified and additional data collection and more appropriate data

collection methods could be proposed and included in the

characterization.

With this said, FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC 2007b) has provided much

more detail on the well installation methods and the data that will be
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collected during the well installation task. One boring at each well pair

location will be advanced through the overburden (soil) materials to

bedrock or auger refusal while collecting continuous split spoon samples

of the overburden materials. These soil "cores" will be inspected, logged

and placed into labeled storage bottles or bags by the rig geologist. The

soil "cores" will be stored at JPG in a secure location for inspection if

required in the future.

To address potential UXO safety concerns, the originally proposed

drilling method has been changed to include the use of rock coring and

rotary casing advancement drill tooling at each boring/well location. The

revised drilling method will provide rock cores from the borings as well as

other important data such as intervals of drilling fluid loss, drill tooling

penetration rates, core recoveries, etc. that the rig geologists record on

the drilling logs completed in the field.

In addition, the rig geologist will examine and log the actual rock

cores, collect data from the cores such as rock type, bedding, rock quality

designation (RQD), voids, fractures, etc. and record these data on the field

prepared drilling logs. The rock cores will be placed in labeled core boxes

in the sequence drilled and following photographing of the cores will be

stored at JPG in a secure location for inspection if required in the future.

These types of data are used to evaluate the conditions present in the

subsurface and for determining relative permeability and presence of

features or conditions that are indicative of groundwater flow.

We have used the proposed methods of fracture trace analysis, El

survey, and the proposed drilling method including casing advancement at

numerous sites in Karst aquifers to find groundwater flow conduits.

Porosity is the ratio of the volume of void space in the rock or sediment to

the total volume of the rock or sediment. Some rocks as is often the case

with carbonate rocks (i.e. limestone and dolomite), have very low primary

porosity. In bedrock with low primary porosity, but with developed
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secondary porosity (i.e., fractures, Karst conduits), it is critical to identify

the locations or zones of increased or effective porosity for

characterization of groundwater flow and contaminant transport. Effective

porosity is the volume of void spaces through which water or fluids can

travel in rock or sediment divided by the total volume of the rock or

sediment. We have demonstrated numerous times at several Karst aquifer

sites that this method, when properly executed, results in the successful

location of groundwater flow pathways or zones of increased porosity

allowing characterization of a site such as at JPG.

The fracture trace analysis and El survey are used to locate these

areas of probable secondary porosity (conduits) and identify drilling

locations for wells to be constructed within the conduits. An experienced

rig geologist is able to accurately log, characterize the rock core, and use

drill penetration rates as well as other observations to: (1) support

interpretation of subsurface conditions and (2) properly direct the

construction and design of the wells such that the most hydraulically

connected sections of the well to the aquifer are monitored.

These conduit features, which present very difficult drilling

conditions (weathered and fractured rock), often result in unstable

subsurface conditions. In addition, as stated in the USGS open-file report

(Greeman 1981) entitled Lineaments and Fracture Trace, Jennings

County, and Jefferson Proving Ground, Indiana "...Drilling into vertical

bedrock fractures and their intersections may also impose some difficulties

on the driller... In many holes, greater lengths of casing than normal are

needed to seal out mud that has slumped into solution openings." These

conduit features present the most probable locations and pathways for

significant and often high-volume and velocity groundwater flow; therefore,

it is critical that monitoring wells are installed within these features so that

they can be monitored and characterized. Because of the difficult drilling

conditions, non-typical drilling methods consisting of a casing

advancement system have been found to be most successful at
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overcoming and mitigating the unique and highly variable drilling

conditions.

As work progresses, the Army will have the capability of having the

USGS perform additional testing for comparison of flowmeter-based and

water-level-based directions of ground-water flow at JPG.

Q30. In his Answer 44 of his testimony, Mr. Norris gives his impression of

the major design elements for well installation and assessment

described in the FSP (SAIC 2005) and Addenda. Do you have any

comments relating to Mr. Norris' impressions?

A30. (TDE) Yes. Mr. Norris discusses the drilling and well construction

details present in both the original FSP (SAIC 2005) and the FSP

Addendum 4 (SAIC 2007). Undue safety hazards were identified with

using the originally proposed drilling method due to the presence of UXO

and possibility of causing of an accidental detonation due to uncontrollable

vibration and potential disturbance to the subsurface. This uncontrollable

danger associated with using the original drilling method was realized

following additional consideration that occurred after the submission of the

original FSP.

An alternate drilling method was selected to mitigate the danger

due to the presence of UXO and as a result the initially proposed well

construction required modification to accommodate the revised borehole

diameters. FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC 2007) presented the fully revised

drilling and well construction details. It is unnecessary to discuss those

drilling and well construction details originally proposed since they have

been replaced and are no longer relevant.

Mr. Norris states a major design element as modified by FSP

Addendum 4 (SAIC 2007) as "Nine well pairs will be completed in bedrock

and one, well pair will be completed in anomalously thick overburden."

This is incorrectly stated with respect to the tenth well pair location. The

El survey results indicated a "...greater than average depth to bedrock."
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and at this tenth location "...the shallow well will be installed in the

overburden or at the bedrock-soil interface..." as stated in the FSP

Addendum 4 (p2-2, 2-5; SAIC 2007).

Q31. Do you agree or disagree with Mr. Norris' opinion, expressed in his

Answer 45, that the design for the well installation and assessment is

inadequate for purposes of JPG DU site characterization?

A31. (TDE) I disagree with Mr. Norris' opinion that the design for the well

installation and assessment is inadequate for the purposes of completing

a site characterization for development of a decommissioning plan. I will

provide support for my disagreement in my ensuing testimony related to a

number of Mr. Norris answers and I will demonstrate that Mr. Norris has a

general lack of understanding of characterization methodology, data

reduction, and interpretation for what is adequate for sufficiently

characterizing the site and preparing a decommissioning plan that the

Army has proposed.

Q32. Do you agree or disagree with the six deficiencies Mr. Norris

identifies as to the design for the well installation and assessment

which he sets forth in his Answer 46?

A32. (TDE) I disagree as to each of the alleged deficiencies.

Q33. Please give the basis for your disagreement with the first alleged

deficiency?

A33. (TDE) The first alleged deficiency given by Mr. Norris in his answer

concerns the original drilling details proposed in the original FSP and is

irrelevant following the submission of FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC 2007) with

the selection of a new drilling method and only serves to complicate the

discussion.

He refers to a typographical error in the FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC

2007) and contends that is an example of "...inconsistencies that make it

uncertain what will or won't be done and what is or is not expected." His
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argument demonstrates his lack of understanding of characterization

methodology that is planned to be used in that his example of the

typographical error cited would be obvious to a geologist experienced in

well construction and well construction techniques. By reviewing the

actual references to the use of centralizers in the FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC

2007) it is apparent to an experienced geologist what was intended and

appropriate.

Centralizers when applied correctly are used to centralize or hold

the well screen or riser materials centrally in the borehole to assist in well

construction and are necessary when the difference between the borehole

diameter and the well maiterials diameter is such that placing the well

centrally can be difficult, which is often the case when there is a large

diameter borehole in relation to the diameter of the well materials (not a

condition present under the present well installation procedures).

The first reference to centralizers in the FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC

2007) is in Section 2.2.2.1 (page 2-9) where the typographical error is

present. It states "The annulus between the screen assembly and the

borehole will be small such that the use of centralizers will be necessary."

The annulus referred to in this sentence is the space between the

borehole wall and the outside of the well screen or well riser pipe.

This is a typographical error which is obvious to those familiar with

well construction and appropriate application of centralizers because of

the portion of the sentence as follows "The annulus between the screen

assembly and the borehole will be small..." The sentence should have

included the word "not" to say "The annulus between the screen assembly

and the borehole will be small such that the use of centralizers will not be

necessary." This is further supported by the second discussion on

centralizers in Section 2.2.5.4 Centralizers, of the FSP Addendum 4 (p2-

12; SAIC 2007) where it is stated in the first sentence "It is not anticipated

that centralizers will be required during this well installation." The wells
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are proposed to be constructed using pre-packed or U-Pack (filter pack

installed into the screen in the field prior to deploying into the borehole) as

stated in the FSP Addendum 4, section 2.2.2.1 (p2-9; SAIC 2007).

Again, an experienced rig geologist should know that this type of

screen assembly guarantees that a well screen will be surrounded by a

uniform and continuous sand pack (a primary reason that centralizers are

utilized when not installing U-Pack or pre-packed. screens), and further

reduces the annulus and therefore further eliminates the need for

centralizers. In addition, a grout basket is indicated to be used

immediately above the screen. The grout basket's intended purpose isn't

to centralize the well materials, but as a result of it's proper function it is

attached to the well riser pipe above the screen and extends outwards to

the borehole wall and as a result provides additional centralization of the

well materials. Without a doubt Mr. Norris improperly identified this as a

significant contradiction in the FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC 2007). Had he

reviewed the additional detail provided and demonstrated a basic

understanding of the well construction and materials being used, he would

have realized this was an obvious typographical error and not a

contradiction.

Q34. Please give the basis for your disagreement with the second

deficiency alleged in Norris' Answer 46?

A34. (TDE) Mr. Norris, in this statement of his alleged deficiency of the

well installation and assessment program, illustrates an error in data use

and interpretation made by those that are not familiar with interpreting the

results of certain geophysical studies such as Electrical Imaging. Mr.

Norris refers to the anomalies that were presented in the El results and

illustrated on Figures 5-1 through 5-5 of the Well Location Selection

Report (SAIC, January, 2007b) and states the obvious observation that

the anomalies "...showed a host of styles....", but goes on to make the

mistake of interpreting the modeled resistivity anomalies as direct
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representations of the actual physical condition and orientations of the

features or structures that cause the resulting measurement and

identification of a resistivity anomaly.

The illustrated anomalies are a representation of a measured

voltage drop or apparent resistivity and many different orientations and

conditions can produce a similar looking anomaly. Mr. Norris is making

the mistake in interpretation by considering the El results as a picture of a

cross-section of the subsurface and is considering the edges or

boundaries of modeled electrical fields or anomalies as actual physical

surfaces, such as bedrock surfaces, solution cavity walls, fracture faces,

etc, when this is not the case at all. That is why when drilling an anomaly

represented on an El survey, the rig geologist needs to make actual field

observations during drilling while reviewing the El anomaly representation.

Following this observation and determination of the actual

subsurface conditions present, the rig geologist will review these

observations and the targeted El anomaly with the project hydrogeologist

and senior hydrogeologist. This process of collection of site specific

subsurface data, review of the El anomaly characteristics, discussion and

review will allow the most appropriate final depth and well construction to

intersect and monitor the saturated permeability encountered and potential

groundwater conduit to be selected. By keeping the target depth

approximate the investigation has the flexibility to extend the boring

deeper to evaluate conditions deeper than anticipated if the need is

determined to be warranted based on review of both the El results and the

site-specific conditions.

Q35. Please give the basis for your disagreement with the third deficiency

alleged in Norris' answer 46?

A35. (TDE) Contrary to Mr. Norris' assertion in his answer, it is my opinion

that geophysical logging of the boreholes during drilling is not necessary

for the purpose of this investigation, specifically refining the CSM in
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support of updating RESRAD inputs and completing a decommissioning

plan.

Mr. Norris asserts that the modification to the originally proposed

drilling method to include retrieval of rock cores is a correction of an

alleged deficiency in the original FSP (SAIC 2005), I do not agree with Mr.

Norris in his assertion and feel that the original drilling method was

adequate for the 'purpose of installing the intended monitoring wells and

observing and recording basic information necessary for documenting

subsurface conditions at the well locations and was not a deficiency.

Regardless, the change in drilling and well installation was made not to

address a supposed deficiency as suggested by Mr. Norris, but to provide

a safe drilling, borehole advancement and well construction method,

considering the presence of UXO in the immediate vicinity to the well

locations.

The change in drilling does provide additional opportunities to

observe soil and rock cores further reducing any suggested "need" for

borehole geophysics. The soil "cores" will be inspected, logged and placed

into labeled storage bottles or bags by the rig geologist. The revised

drilling method will provide rock cores from the borings as well as other

important data such as intervals of drilling fluid loss, drill tooling

penetration rates, core recoveries, etc. that the rig geologist will record on

the drilling logs completed in the field.

In addition, the rig geologist will examine and log the actual rock

cores, collect data from the cores such as rock type, bedding, rock quality

designation (RQD), voids, degree of weathering, fractures, fracture face

staining, field hardness, etc. and record these data on the field prepared

drilling logs. The rock -cores will be placed in 1abeled core boxes in the

sequence drilled and following photographing of the cores will be stored at

JPG in a secure location for inspection if required in the future. These

types of data derived from handling and actually observing the soil and
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rock cores are used to evaluate the conditions present in the subsurface

and for determining relative permeability, saturation and presence of

features or conditions that are indicative of groundwater flow.

The additional tests on the rock core and borehole testing.

suggested by SWV are in excess and are not necessary for completing an

adequate site characterization for the purpose of preparing a

decommissioning plan and the suggestion that this is necessary

demonstrates a failure to understand the decommissioning process and

what is required to provide a sufficient and adequate characterization for

that purpose. The tests suggested by Mr. Norris would be of little value to

the site characterization.

I have found in my experiences in working with geologists that have

worked in the oil exploration industry that they often do not understand the

ability for a trained rig geologist to appropriately evaluate borehole

features that provide information to design and construct a functional

monitoring well and often suggest unnecessary borehole geophysical

analysis for this purpose. Most borehole logging methods provide results

that also require interpretation and do not have a unique response, and

thus can represent several- different conditions.

Q36. Please give the basis for your disagreement with the fourth

deficiency alleged in Norris' answer 46?

A36. (TDE) Contrary to that suggested by Mr. Norris, it is

inappropriate to detail and propose aquifer testing prior to collecting basic

information on the aquifer being characterized and demonstrates his

misunderstanding of the Army's approach, specifically the phased

approach in this case. Blindly proposing aquifer and well testing as

suggested by Mr. Norris without additional basic site-specific data would

most likely result in a waste of time, effort and money as well as collecting

useless data for the purpose of site characterization. It is more

appropriate and efficient to follow a phased approach to the
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characterization by having consideration and design of applicable well

and/or aquifer testing following the collection of basic monitoring location

specific data during well installation and the subsequent monitoring. This

phased approach has been discussed both in the FSP (SAIC 2005) and

the previous request for additional information (RAI) responses to the

NRC staff. This phased approach of basic data collection followed by

consideration for and design of aquifer testing would result in appropriate

and useful aquifer testing and aquifer-specific data that could be used for

refining the CSM and characterization if determined to be necessary.

Therefore I do not consider the absence of scheduled permeability

and/or aquifer testing at this stage of the investigation as indicated by the

FSP to be a deficiency.

Q37. Please give the basis for your disagreement with the fifth deficiency

alleged in Norris' answer 46?

A37. (TDE) Construction of wells in dry sections of the subsurface that

may become wet for days or minutes throughout a year is not necessary

or an appropriate strategy for constructing groundwater monitoring

locations. The potential pathway that may become saturated intermittently

during storm events or seasonal high conditions (portions of the

subsurface above the normal water table) are already represented by

caves that are located in the DU area. Monitoring of cave stream

discharges will sufficiently characterize this potential pathway.

Permeability testing is not required or necessary for the purpose of

installing these monitoring wells. An experienced rig geologist can make a

field determination of the relative permeability and the presence of

saturated conditions of the materials encountered during drilling for

determining suitability for constructing a functional well. The field

determination of permeability and the location of the water table is based

on a host of observations during the drilling. Some of these observations

consist of relative speed of drill tool penetration, losses of drilling fluid, drill
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tool drops or rapid free-falling drill tools, actual rock characteristics

suggesting possible permeability (i.e., vuggy, weathered, fractured,

porous, etc.), stained fracture faces, Rock Quality Determination (RQD),

etc. In-situ permeability measurements are not normally completed during

monitoring well installation unless investigating the subsurface in unique

applications for specific reasons such as grout wall placement, etc. During.

the majority of environmental investigations the final determination for the

well screen interval and decision for abandonment due to lack of

permeability below the water table are made based on the direct

observations by the rig geologist.

Mr. Norris makes the statement "...a conduit that is filled with fine

sand, silt, and/or clayey sediments may have low hydraulic conductivity, a

well in it can still provide important information for site characterization..."

and thereby assumes or suggests that a well would not be considered or

constructed in this situation. Mr. Norris' assumption demonstrates his lack

of understanding of characterization methodology, such that we did not

state in either the FSP (SAIC 2005) or the FSP Addendum 4 (SAIC 2007)

that "a conduit that is filled with fine sand, silt, and/or clayey sediments

with low hydraulic conductivity will be abandoned." In fact this could be a

potential feature that could be present at a location identified by the FT

and/or El and targeted for drilling. These very conditions are often

realized as an anomaly during El surveys and observed during drilling in

karst environments where there has been unconsolidated material infill of

a conduit. This type of feature would definitely be considered for well

installation since, although it may have a "low hydraulic conductivity,"

these types of features often have permeabilities and hydraulic

conductivities, many times greater than the surrounding solid bedrock and

have adequate permeability for a functional well. I have personally

observed such conditions and have directed the completion of wells into

features such as these on previous investigations at other sites with karst,
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based on my experiences that these features can be a groundwater

conduit or pathway of potential migration. The rig geologist would observe

these conditions and the field determination of relative permeability and

"low" hydraulic conductivity would not automatically suggest abandonment

of the location, rather through discussion of the observed conditions and

the El survey anomaly, the feature would be considered for placement of

the well screen. Therefore, I would not consider this a valid point in

determining that the FSP (SAIC 2005) and associated addenda are

deficient. It is important to allow flexibility in the plan, especially in the

early stages of investigation, before basic subsurface conditions have

been observed and realized, for modifying the well construction and

specifically the screen interval based on actual site conditions so that

appropriate and meaningful characterization and monitoring points are

established.

Q38. Please give the basis for your disagreement with the sixth deficiency

alleged in Norris' answer 46?

A38. (TDE) Mr. Norris states that "...Addendum 4 asserts in Section 4.2,

pages 4-3 and 4-4, that the evaluation of a single round of water levels

(elevations) from the new characterization wells, the ERM wells and the

Range Study wells..." and with his assertion demonstrates a lack of

understanding of the characterization methodology, data reduction and

interpretation. The referenced section actually states "Following the

installation of the proposed well pairs, survey of the well coordinates and
the elevations, and collection of initial groundwater stage data, an

evaluation will be completed." It does not assert, as Mr. Norris suggests,

that the evaluation will be of a single round of water level data, instead it

states that an evaluation will be completed. The anticipated evaluation

was further described in section 6.2.3 Conduit Intersection Confirmation of

the Well Location Selection Report (p. 6-7; 2007b) and would include at

least those elements such as the following selection from that report:
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During and following the installation of the "conduit" well pairs, a

preliminary evaluation will be completed to determine if placing the

well screen into a preferential flow pathway or "conduit" was

successful. The evaluation will consist of the following:

* Observations by the rig geologist of drilling conditions and

evidence of high groundwater yields; fractured, broken or

weathered zones; drill fluid loss; tool-drop; and other

evidence of the presence of subsurface voids.

" Review of the rig geologist-prepared drilling and well

construction log for evidence of fractures, voids, and other

conduit features.

* Following the collection of groundwater stage data from the

newly installed wells, the stage data will be evaluated

along with precipitation and surface water stage/flow data

to further evaluate the degree to which the well is

connected to preferential flow pathways in the aquifer.

* Groundwater samples will be analyzed for common anions

and cations. Relative concentrations of these constituents

will be higher in nonconduit wells in comparison to conduit

wells due to the length of contact time with the aquifer

materials.

These stated evaluation elements clearly demonstrate that the evaluation

consists of much more than the single round of water level data that Mr.

Norris alleges.

Mr. Norris continues by stating, "There is no scientific or technical

basis to support the proposition that one can conclude anything about the
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usefulness or validity of including an existing well in ongoing

characterization based upon an initial measurement of head levels in the

new and existing wells." He fails to acknowledge that the proposed

evaluation includes more than the evaluation of "...an initial measurement

of head levels..." and therefore his position continues to speculate about

the nature of work that was generally described in the FSP (SAIC 2005)

and will be further defined in a future FSP addendum. This type of basic

evaluation of the installed wells is both appropriate and necessary and

does not represent a deficiency in the FSP.

Existing wells (according to previous statements by STV) are poorly

constructed, developed and maintained. Therefore, there may be no need

for the continued use of some of these and, if this is determined, the

continued use of them will not benefit the investigation. It might then be

possible that there will be enough available information to include or

eliminate existing wells after the installation of the proposed wells. The

data will be evaluated and a decision will made be to determine if

sufficient information is available to eliminate existing wells or if more data

is necessary to make a decision. It is also possible that it will be

determined that more info may be required to make these determinations.

Mr. Norris, in presenting his analogy of a sewer system,

demonstrates a lack- of understanding of characterization methodology,

data reduction and interpretation in that he does not acknowledge the

possibility and probability of the connectivity often present in karst

controlled systems. He continues to discuss the need to evaluate single

karst conduits as individual disconnected flow pathways without site

specific data to support this condition. More commonly, karst conduits are

interconnected through the numerous features and discontinuities such as

solution enhanced bedding planes, vertical fractures and joints in the

bedrock. It is not probable, as Mr. Norris suggests, that the bedrock wells

will be completed in hydraulically independent systems. The
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interconnected system of groundwater conduits can be e~aluated, at least

in part, by groundwater elevation monitoring and when considered with

other data such as surface water elevations and, responses to precipitation

events, it can be evaluated for connectivity with surface water. This

potential for communication with surface water will most definitely be

useful in selection of surface water sample locations. For instance, using a

very basic and limited evaluation, if it were determined that the surface

water elevation immediately adjacent to an installed well pair, was

significantly lower in elevation relative to the groundwater elevation in the

shallow well, it could be concluded that based on the most basic principle

of head differences, that there is a potential for groundwater to be

discharging to surface water in the vicinity of the well pair. This very basic

evaluation is most definitely useful in selecting potential surface water

sample locations. This example of a basic evaluation will not be the only

consideration, but will be further developed by combining with the

evaluation of the remainder of the wells, surface water and precipitation

data as well as other factors as previously described.

If it is determined that additional data is necessary to make

decisions for monitoring and to determine interconnectivity, studies such

as aquifer testing (pumping tests) and tracer tests could be considered,

designed based on acquired site specific data and proposed. Proposing

such tests before collecting the basic site specific data described is

premature.

Q39. Do you agree or disagree with Mr. Norris' opinions and conclusions

in his Answer 47 as to the significance of the deficiencies he lists in

his Answer 46?

A39. (TDE) No, I do not agree.

Q40. What is the basis of your disagreement?
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A40. (TDE) As I stated in my previous testimony, his six points do not

represent deficiencies. However, I present further testimony and

clarification as to the following subsections of his Answer 47:

His item 1. In the previous discussion by Mr. Norris concerning

centralizers and the. evident typographical error in the FSP Addendum 4

(SAIC 2007) for his Answer 44 and my testimony concerning his Answer

46, alleged deficiency 1., it is clear that the centralizer typographical error

does not present or support the suggestion by Mr. Norris that there are

contradictory well installation procedures.

His item 2. Mr. Norris incorrectly states that nine well pair

locations were picked based on El survey results since the El survey

results were arso used to locate the tenth well pair location. A portion of

Mr. Norris' answer is essentially a re-statement of his Answer 46, bullet 2.

My testimony concerning that answer refutes this point also.

His item 3. The statement by Mr. Norris that 'The modified FSP

characterization program for new wells unnecessarily reduces the level of

understanding of the geologic materials which are in and around the DU

impact area and potentially associated with local conduits." is an error in

fact and is completely incorrect and inappropriate. He never explains how

this program would "reduce" the understanding. How can the collection of

site-specific data, observation of actual site-specific conditions and

subsurface materials during drilling "reduce the level of understanding of

.the geologic materials which are in and around the DU impact area"? Any

drilling and retrieval of subsurface materials, especially soil and rock

cores, for examination by a trained rig geologist as well as other

observations collected and documented by the rig geologist will provide a

multitude of site-specific information that was not realized prior to the

drilling and well installation. The information gathered will most definitely

increase the understanding of the geologic materials in and around the DU

impact area.
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Borehole geophysical testing is not necessary for completing an

accurate and representative site characterization for the purpose of

preparing a decommissioning plan and is addressed in my rebuttal for

bullet three of Mr. Norris' Answer 46.

Mr. Norris states that "...final interpretation of the geology that

controls the hydrogeologic movement of DU will be based upon the

speculative translation of visual characteristics into hydrogeologic

properties or entirely non-site-specific data." With this statement Mr.

Norris demonstrates his lack of understanding of characterization

methodology, data reduction and interpretation. First of all, the data and

site-specific parameters and understanding of the properties of the

subsurface materials present in and around the DU impact area acquired

by the rig geologist and even information acquired by borehole

geophysical methods suggested by Mr. Norris are just those, data and

properties of the subsurface materials. The rig geologist will follow the

documented and approved procedures in our FSP (SAIC 2007) for

collection and documentation of drilling and subsurface observations. This

acquired data is only one small portion of the site-specific data that would

be collected and considered during the interpretation of the geology that

controls the hydrogeologic movement of DU and will not determine the

final interpretation. Mr. Norris accuses the Army that the information

collected by the rig geologist will be a "...speculative translation of visual

characteristics into hydrogeologic properties or entirely non-site-specific

data." This is unfounded speculation and is incorrect. The rig geologist is

an educated, experienced and field trained scientist and will be able to

collect and record informed, not speculative interpretations of the basic

site-specific characteristics of the materials encountered with the drilling

based on his training and experience. The use of this collected data by

the rig geologist during drilling along with other data proposed to be

collected and evaluated, will positively impact the accuracy and precision
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of characterization data, rather than making it less precise and more

uncertain or unreliable as Mr. Norris alleges.

His item 4. In Mr. Norris' Answer 46, he introduces the alleged

deficiency in which he asserts that measurements such as permeability be

collected during drilling and .aquifer testing are required. There are other

methods available to calculate or estimate the amount and speed of flow

through a system other than that suggested by Mr. Norris.

Additionally, Mr. Norris is suggesting that head potentials along a

single flow path and permeabilities along that flow path need to .be

quantified for this characterization and demonstrates his misunderstanding

of the Army's approach. A more appropriate and representative approach

useful for characterizing the site than that suggested by Mr. Norris is to

consider the quantity and speed of flow through the entire system and

not an individual flow pathway. If it is determined to be necessary after

the installation of the proposed wells and collection of the most basic of

site-specific data, aquifer tests will be considered. If an aquifer test is

determined to be necessary, the data collected from the initial wells and

existing site-specific data at that time, will be used to design and propose

a meaningful aquifer test, which could involve the installation of an

appropriately designed pumping and monitoring well(s). Aquifer tests, if

necessary, must be appropriately designed, otherwise the test could be a

failure and the data may not be useful, further demonstrating the necessity

of the Army's phased approach.

His Item 5. Mr. Norris is suggesting that we should install wells (dry

wells) into dry conduits or karst features that may or may not have

transient water flow that is most likely not groundwater and demonstrates

his lack of understanding of characterization methodology, data reduction

and interpretation. The purpose of the monitoring wells is for

characterizing groundwater. Groundwater is not simply water below the

ground surface, but rather, as defined in "Applied Hydrogeology" (Fetter,
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C.W. 1988, p. 5), groundwater is defined as water that is present below

the water table and the water table is defined as the top of the saturated

zone. The monitoring of surface water and cave discharges (springs or

streams) will provide better data, for water migrating through subsurface

features above the water table, than from a dry well where flows will be

transient and may or may not be able to be monitored.

Mr. Norris irresponsibly discounts the ability for an experienced rig

geologist to make a field determination of the relative permeability of a

formation or subsurface materials based on his direct observation of the

actual materials and the other observations gained by drilling through said

materials and provide guidance if the conditions would provide a functional

well for the purpose of the characterization. He is using this argument in

an attempt to gain credence for his desire to require in-situ permeability

measurements, which are unnecessary for this purpose and demonstrates

his failure to understand the decommissioning process and what is

required.

The conditions of sediment plugged karst features described by Mr..

Norris are possible in a karst environment, but would not be considered to

constitute or represent the majority of the potential for migration. This

potential transient or episodic water flow or sediment transport will be

better addressed and more accurately quantified by the monitoring of the

groundwater flow system, cave monitoring and surface water and

sediment monitoring and sampling. This is not to say that if a karst

feature or conduit is determined during drilling that is "plugged" with

saturated unconsolidated sediments and exhibits characteristics of "low"

permeability that a well will not be installed in the feature. Quite the

contrary, this consideration has been supported in the rebuttal to CN

answer #046 specifically alleged deficiency #5.

His item 6. Complete mapping of the pathways of individual karst

conduits is not practical and probably not possible at any expense, and I
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know of no effective way to accomplish it at a scale of this project. This

insistence by Mr. Norris demonstrates his lack of understanding of the

decommissioning process and what is necessary for updating RESRAD

and preparation of a decommissioning plan. In addition, access and

methods available are further reduced and complicated when considering

the drilling difficulties and safety hazard presented by the presence of

UXO throughout the DU Area. Our plans call for construction of

monitoring wells that intersect the network of interconnected preferential

flow pathways. We will be able to determine connectivity of these

pathways by monitoring water levels and responses to storm events and

surface water stage.

The initial groundwater elevation data will be used along with other

data to provide an initial determination of the potential for connectivity with

and flow towards the surface water and Will provide initial head pQtentials

within the flow system. This will provide some guidance for additional

data needs and development of the following investigations such as

groundwater stage monitoring and surface water monitoring and sampling.

The remainder of the subsection of this answer was already

addressed with my testimony in regard to Mr. Norris' Answer 46,

specifically alleged deficiency #6.

XIl. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As to Basis Item "h"

Q41. Please summarize your testimony with regard to Basis Item "h".

A41. (TDE) My testimony can be summarized as follows:

I would not recommend geophysical borehole logging and/or borehole

video at this time, especially considering the change in drilling and well

installation method and the potential for additional data should the USGS

become involved. The present method will provide actual soil and rock
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cores for examination and logging, eliminating the need or necessity of the

STV requested borehole logging. Geophysical and video logging can be

useful tools when necessary and applied in the right situations, but with

the conditions expected at JPG during placement of the conduit wells, it is

not practical and not necessary for completing an accurate and

representative site characterization for the purpose of preparing an

adequate decommissioning plan.

Xlll. OVERVIEW

Issues Raised By Basis Item "i" to STV Contention B-1

Q42. What is your understanding of the technical issues raised by basis

item "i" of STV's Contention B-I?

A42. (TDE) In its Basis item "i" STV states:

"Specifying the exact number and precise locations of the surface water

sampling and gauging points at the outset of FSP implementation, as

proposed in section 6.4.1, is not acceptable practice. Until the analysis of

ground water data shows where to look for discharges and the discharges

confirmed by inspection, such points cannot be reasonably selected.

There is no scientific reason why the locations for surface water sampling

and sediment sampling need to be the same locations. Each medium

should be sampled at locations that are appropriate for that medium.

Sediment buildup has nothing to do with the location of base flow

connections between ground and surface water. Similarly, the FSP

concept in section 6.4.2 of installing only five gauging stations, which are

all sited before the ground water system is better understood, is both too

limited in the number and may well be counter productive in the locations

of the stations.

In this Basis Item "i", STV raises issues concerning the number and

placement of surface water sampling and gauging locations contained in

the FSP.
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Q43. Do you agree with the position asserted in Basis Item "i" of STV

Contention B-I?

A43. (TDE) No.

XIV. Discussion

Surface Water Sampling and Stream Gauging.

Q44. What is the basis for your disagreement?

A44. (TDE) STV asserts that specifying the number and locations of

surface water sampling and gauging locations at the outset of the FSP

(SAIC 2005a) implementation "...is not acceptable practice." STV fails to

acknowledge that there is an evolutionary aspect to the FSP in general,

including the proposed surface and sediment sampling program.

STV goes further to state: "Until the analysis of ground water data

shows where to look for discharges and the discharges confirmed by

inspection, such points cannot be reasonably selected..." calling for the

exact evolutionary aspect to the FSP that .the Army has presented and

defended from the beginning following the submittal of the FSP. Here,

unlike in Bases b, c, d, f, and g, STV does not want specific details at the

outset, but rather requests the collection of other data first. The 14 specific

sample locations referenced by STV in this basis and presented in the

FSP are not the final surface water and sediment sampling locations.

Rather, they are only used for purposes of program planning, scheduling

and budgeting.

STV states: 'There is no scientific reason why the locations for

surface water sampling and sediment sampling need to be the same

locations." While I agree with this statement, there is no scientific reason

on the other hand why the locations for surface water and sediment

sampling might not be best placed at the same locations. STV's statement

is purely speculative and final locations of surface- water and sediment

sampling will be addressed in future FSP addenda and will include the
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ability to adjust locations to collect appropriate and representative samples

based on site-specific conditions where conditions are appropriate for the

specific medium.

The Army has never said that the sediment and surface water

sample locations have to be co-located and it has always been the intent.

to base the sample locations on actual site conditions observed and

evaluate the most appropriate and representative location for sample

collection.

STV states in this basis that, "...the FSP concept in section 6.4.2 of

installing only five gauging stations, which are all sited before the ground

water system is better understood, is both too limited in the number and

may well be counterproductive in the locations of the stations..." In order

to gain site-specific data and understanding, one must start by initiating

some sort of collection of data consisting of some basic investigations or

studies. It is a very common practice in the scientific community to collect

basic principle data and then following evaluation of the initial data, design

follow-on studies that are more tailored to the site-specific conditions.

We have initiated such a characterization approach in September

of 2006 by installing surface water gauging stations at 10 locations

including seven automatic recording stream gauge stations, two automatic

recording cave stream gauging locations, and one manual/visual staff

gauge monitoring location. This is in excess of the five locations originally

stated in the FSP (SAIC 2005). The installation of the surface water stage

gauging locations and monitoring was moved forward in the

characterization plan schedule as a result of discussions with the NRC.

Following the agreement for this change in the schedule and during

the subsequent evaluation of site observations and preparation of FSP

Addendum 3 (SAIC 2006b), it was determined that additional surface

water gauging stations should be installed.
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Once again, this demonstrates the intent of the Army to

appropriately modify and design successive studies. These modifications

to the plan will be based on the evaluation of the characterization needs,

site observations, results of the preceding studies, and the acquisition Of

site-specific data and documented in FSP addenda and prepared reports.

This evolving characterization plan is crucial to accurately designing and

installing an appropriate and representative monitoring network.

We have been collecting surface water stage data continuously

since September 2006 and completed manual flow measurements at the

gauging stations monthly for gauge station calibration purposes. As with

all aspects of the characterization, the surface water gauging locations

and resulting flow data will be evaluated for the need for additional

locations or movement of the existing stations.

The STV statement that the gauging stations, "...may well be

counter productive in the locations of the stations..." is a speculative and

an inappropriate statement and there is no scientific reasoning supporting

STV's statement. All of the surface water gauging stations installed as part

of this characterization will provide, at a minimum, useful data for

developing an understanding of the interaction between precipitation,

groundwater, and surface water.

Q45. Do you agree or disagree with Mr. Norris' characterization, of the

major design elements of the FSP's sediment sampling as found in

his Answer 50?

A45. (TDE) No. I do not agree.

Q46. What is the basis of your disagreement?

A46. (TDE) In stating the "major" design elements of sediment sampling

as he interpreted them, Mr. Norris identifies an alleged contradiction or

two Programs as suggested in his later Answer 52 and he demonstrates
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that he misunderstands or misinterprets the Army's Site Characterization

approach.

In the first bullet of his answer he refers to FSP section 6.6 where it

is described that at minimum six sediment sample locations would be

established. The "six locations" was a description of the starting point of

the sediment sampling establishing the minimum number of locations

considered. The second bullet in his answer refers to the Sub-section

6.6.1.1 where additional detail is provided on the sediment sampling

program stating that sediment will be collected from fourteen locations,

both in streams and caves streams within Big Creek and Middle Fork

Creek. One must keep in mind, as Mr. Norris conveniently fails to do and

by so doing demonstrates his misunderstanding of the Army's approach,

that the actual number and locations selected will be presented in a FSP

addendum for sediment sampling and the actual locations presented are

general locations and will be modified based on "...where the surface

water flow is low and/or deposition is likely, such as bends in the creeks."

As stated in Section 6.6 of the FSP (SAIC 2005, p.6-38).

Q47. Do you agree or disagree with his opinion, as stated in Norris

Answers 51 and 52, that the sediment sampling plan is inadequate

and has design deficiencies?

A47. I disagree.

Q48. What is the basis for your disagreement?

A48. I disagree with both of Mr. Norris' answers. This section of the FSP

is exactly what it was intended for and that is a framework to build upon

and modify, based on the preceding investigations following the

acquisition of basic site specific data, and provide for a basic framework

for budgeting and scheduling purposes. The question should be more

appropriately asked "Considering that the FSP (SAIC 2005) only provided

details for the first- year's investigation tasks and additional details for

subsequent year's tasks would be provided in future addenda, is the
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general approach presented in the FSP for the sediment sampling

adequate for the purposes of the JPG site characterization?" and the

answer would be yes.

The first alleged "major deficiency" of there being two sediment

sampling programs, as stated by Mr. Norris in his.Answer 52, is incorrect.

As previously stated in my testimony concerning his Answer 50, he

misunderstands or misinterprets the Army's Site Characterization

approach. There is only one program and Mr. Norris incorrectly interprets

the defining of basic minimum design parameters as presented in Section

6.6 of the FSP (SAIC 2005) as a "first" program. There is only one

sediment sampling program, for which the framework is presented in the

FSP (SAIC 2005) and will be finalized with an addendum as stated in the

FSP (SAIC 2005).

The opinion of Mr. Norris is that-the FSP (SAIC 2005) is inadequate

with regard to the sediment sampling based on his reference for the

potential for groundwater and surface water to transport DU to locations

where sediment can than subsequently be "contaminated." Although the

potential for this condition is valid, the potential for this occurrence will be

evaluated and thoroughly characterized during the surface and

groundwater water investigations and is not a valid deficiency of the

sediment sampling investigation. The transport of DU will be evaluated

during the surface and groundwater investigations and this mechanism of

transport has to be confirmed and evaluated before a meaningful

evaluation of the potential for contamination of sediments by these.

mechanisms. Without this crucial step attempts at verifying this condition

or sampling for this situation would be without any site-specific guidance

for the sample locations and they would be guesses and random sampling

at best, which is unnecessary and inappropriate.

Mr. Norris appears to suggest that numerical modeling is necessary

for the site characterization and is incorrect, further demonstrating his
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failure to understand the decommissioning process and what is required.

Identification of all end point exposure points and sampling at those
locations is not a requirement for updating the RESRAD model and

preparation of a sufficient and adequate decommissioning plan.

What needs to be sampled are representative potential pathways to

the potential exposure locations and his example of "...no locations that

sample sediments contaminated by DU in groundwater that is transported

through karst conduits that discharge outside JPG." is a condition that has

never been identified present at the site or have any scientific reasoning

based on site-specific data. The investigation focuses first on the areas

most likely to demonstrate an impact from the presence of DU.

Furthermore, evidence for this type of potential pathway will be

investigated and identified during the groundwater investigation and

characterization.

Mr. Norris' allegation that "This program does not sample the

sediments that are actively being transported from the DU impact area by

ground- and surface water, or the rates of that transport "is incorrect since

surface and groundwater samples will be collected and analyzed for DU

and there will be no separation or removal of suspended or entrained

sediments in these samples. His statement demonstrates his lack of

understanding of characterization methodology, data reduction and

interpretation. Surface water staging and flow monitoring has already

been established and the rates of potential transport will be able to be

evaluated for these samples.

The actual sediment sample locations will be established at the

locations where sedimentation has occurred or is occurring and will be

documented in the final FSP addendum for sediment sampling. The

sediment sample locations presented in the original FSP (SAIC 2005) are

a starting point for planning and locating the general areas anticipated to

be sampled. The actual sample locations will be based on actual site
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conditions as observed in the field and following final sample location

selection and collection, the selected location will be documented. Mr.

Norris fails to acknowledge the following statement in section 6.6.1.1 of

the FSP (p6-39):

Details regarding the sediment samples and'determining the

sampling locations will be developed continually based on bngoing

investigations activities such as soils verification, surface soils,

characterization locations of physical features (e.g. caves, fracture

traces), and hydrogeologic investigations. Through the course of

surface sample collection and gamma walkover surveys, additional

surface water drainage ways and areas of erosion (sediment

transport) may be identified and proposed for additional sediment

sampling locations.

This provides details for the selection process and the flexibility required to

collect the necessary and appropriate site-specific data. Mr. Norris

suggests that "...the sediments that are sampled may even be sediments

deposited prior to the use of DU in the impact area," without considering

that the sediment samples are planned to be collected from the top 15

centimeters, which should represent the most active or recently active

sediments. The gamma scan of the stream banks will also identify areas

above the screening threshold- above background which could aid in the

identification of potentially impacted areas of deposition since the

operation of the DU impact area.

Q49. Do you agree with Mr. Norris' assessment, in his Answer 53, of the

significance of the inadequacy and design deficiencies of the

sediment sampling which he alleges?

A49. (TDE) No. The basis of my disagreement is as follows: The sediment

will be sampled and monitored at a "sufficient variety of locations"

including sediment locations in surface water, along stream banks and

cave discharges. The program uses all available site-specific data
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available at the time of the completion of the planned FSP addendum for

sediment sampling and the observed site conditions during sample

collection and site location to select the most appropriate sediment

sampling locations.

The general planned sampling locations have been placed in the

most probable locations to evaluate if transport of DU impacted sediments

is occurring. If transport of DU impacted sediment is found to be

occurring, then additional sampling and evaluation will be considered to

evaluate additional transport and potential pathways. There is no need or

justification for sampling far from the source before evaluating the

potential for contaminant transport close to the source where it is ,most

likely to be detected.

Additionally, surface water and groundwater sampling programs will

further evaluate the total potential contribution of entrained and suspended

sediment transport during those sampling activities because the samples

will not be filtered and the analysis will include those fractions of the

sample. It is not necessary to evaluate separately from surface water and

groundwater the entrained or suspended contribution as long as the

analysis is completed on the whole sample and it is not filtered for removal

of sediments.

Q50. Do you agree or disagree with Mr. Norris' characterization of the

major design elements of water sampling contained in the FSP, as he

states in his Answer 56?

AS0. (TDE) I disagree.

Q51. What is the basis for your disagreement?
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A51. (TDE) In stating the "major" design elements as he interpreted them,

Mr. Norris identifies the surface water sample volumes presented in the

FSP and Appendix A and apparently is suggesting a conflict indicating an

inadequacy. His suggestion demonstrates a lack of understanding of

characterization methodology and I do not agree with Mr. Norris'

accusation for the following reasons. The sample volume of 100 ml

indicated in sub-section 6.4.5 of the FSP is a general reference to the

sample volume required for isotopic analysis of Uranium since this is the

contaminant of concern. Additional information concerning the sample

volumes is included in the testimony of Harry Anagnostopolous'

concerning Mr. Norris' Answer 73. This is all planned on being further

defined in an addendum to the FSP (SAIC 2005) as indicated within

original FSP (SAIC 2005).

Q52. In his Answers 57 and 58, Mr. Norris expresses the opinion that the

surface water sampling is not adequate for the purposes of JPG site

characterization and identifies the deficiencies he says support his

opinion. Do you agree or disagree with his opinion and his alleged

deficiencies?

A52. (TDE) No. i do not agree with his opinion or his alleged supporting

deficiencies.

Q53. What is the basis for your disagreement?

A53. (TDE) As I stated, I disagree with both of Mr. Norris' answers.

The section of the FSP dealing with water sampling is exactly what

it was intended for and that is a framework to build upon and modify based

on the preceding investigations following the acquisition of basic site

specific data and provide for a basic framework for budgeting and
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scheduling purposes. The question should be more appropriately asked
"Considering that the FSP (SAIC 2005) only provided details for the first

year's investigation tasks and additional details for subsequent year's

tasks would be provided in future addenda, is the general approach

presented in the FSP for the surface water sampling adequate for the

purposes of the JPG site characterization?" and the answer would be yes.

Mr. Norris alleges that the "surface water sampling program in the

FSP... does not address the rationale for the task...," which demonstrates

his misunderstanding of the Army's approach. The surface water

sampling program will evaluate the potential that DU is being transported

by surface water from the DU impact area and may present a pathway to

potential receptors. This pathway evaluation is most appropriately

completed by first evaluating the most likely and probable locations in

surface water for detecting the potential for DU transport and migration

which is within and immediately below the DU impact area. Mr. Norris

introduces into his discussion, groundwater transport and sediment

sampling locations. Transport by groundwater and sediment is and will be

thoroughly addressed by those specific programs presented in the FSP

(SAIC 2005) and addressed in my earlier testimony.

Mr. Norris appears to suggest that numerical modeling is necessary

for the site characterization and is incorrect, further demonstrating his

failure to understand the decommissioning process and what is required.

Identification of all end point exposure points and sampling at those

locations is not a requirement for updating the RESRAD model and

preparation of a sufficient and adequate decommissioning plan.

What needs to be sampled are representative potential pathways to

the potential exposure locations and his example of "...no locations that

sample sediments contaminated by DU in groundwater that is transported

through karst conduits that discharge outside JPG." is a condition that has

never been identified present at the site or have any scientific reasoning
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based on site-specific data. The investigation focuses first on the areas

most likely to demonstrate an impact from the presence of DU.

Furthermore, evidence for this type of potential pathway will be

investigated and identified during the groundwater investigation and

characterization.

Groundwater. transport as previously stated will be thoroughly

investigated as described in the specific sections of the FSP (SAIC 2005)

and it is crucial that the most probable locations (within the DU impact

area and at its border) where DU impacts can be documented and

monitored be targeted first to provide meaningful data for updating the

CSM, RESRAD model and preparation of the decommissioning plan.

Q60. Do you agree or disagree withMr. Norris' assessment, in his Answer

59, of the deficiencies he alleges in surface water sampling~in his

Answer 58?

A60. (TDE) I do not agree with Mr. Norris' assessment.

061. What is the basis for your disagreement?

A61. (TDE) Mr. Norris' Answer 59 demonstrates his misunderstanding of

what is necessary and required in the decommissioning process. The

proposed investigation focuses first on the areas most likely to

demonstrate an impact from the presence of DU that will identify and

provide sufficient data to adequately refine the CSM, update the RESRAD

model for preparation of a sufficient and adequate decommissioning plan.

Mr Norris suggests the need for sampling and evaluating conditions that

have not been identified present at the site, but does not have or present

any scientific reasoning based on site-specific data to suggest that they

exist at the site. The FSP (SAIC 2005) presented will allow the collection

of the basic site-specific data that will account for these unique conditions

while evaluating site conditions and most probable transport mechanisms

present allowing site characterization .for the purposes of refining the
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CSM, providing inputs for updating inputs to RESRAD and preparation a

sufficient decommissioning plan.

XV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As to Basis Item "i"

Q62. Please summarize your testimony with regard to Basis Item "i".

A62. (TDE) My testimony can be summarized as follows:

The presentation of the surface water and sediment sampling

locations in the FSP (SAIC 2005a) was completed for planning and

budgeting purposes for providing a framework and starting point for

initiating the site characterization. This task is not scheduled until after the

first year of the plan and as stated in the FSP "...plans for this project are

defined in detail for this FSP and the HASP (SAIC 2005a) for the first year

(FY 2005-2006) of the project. Subsequent year tasks and associated

activities will be planned and detailed as addenda to the FSP and HASP."

Additional detail for surface water and sediment sampling will be further

detailed in an FSP addendum.

These further refinements to the site characterization will be

monitored and evaluated by the NRC as indicated by the following:

"NRC anticipates having annual (or more frequent) meetings at NRC

headquarters, open to the public, to discuss the Army's progress in

completing the site characterization and new decommissioning plan.

These meetings should occur prior to the initiation of significant planned

field activities, such as determining the number and location of new

monitoring wells."

Taken from Technical Review of Request for an Amendment to

License SUB-1435 (Docket No. 040-08838) Proposing an Alternate

Schedule for the Submission of a Decommissioning Plan for Jefferson

Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (U.S. Army 2006a, ADAMS
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ML053320014). This is the official date that the Army's request for an

extension to the schedule was approved.

The project should continue in the fashion presented in the FSP

(SAIC 2005a) and addenda (SAIC 2006a, 2006b, 2007b) to allow the

collection of the necessary basic site-specific data. These data will be

used for site characterization and the evaluation and determination of the

need for additional tests and studies to provide a reasonably accurate

characterization of the DU Impact Area and the potential for DU migration

to potential receptors.
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3. MWH (Montgomery Watson Harza). 2002. Phase II Remedial

Investigation, Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana, Volumes I & II

- Text, Tables, & Figures. Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Louisville District, Louisville, Kentucky under Total Environmental

Restoration Contract DACW27-97-D-0015, Task Order 4008. September.

Attached as Exhibit TDE #4.

4. NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission). 2004. Request for Additional

information to Support NRC's Evaluation of the Proposed Changes to the

Environmental Radiation Monitoring, Program Plan for Jefferson Proving

Ground (License SUB-1435). Letter from Tom McLaughlin, Project
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Manager, Materials Decommissioning Branch, NRC to Colonel Mike

Mullins, Rock Island Arsenal, U.S. Army. May 20.

5. NRC. 2006. Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance:

Characterization, Survey, and Determination of Radiological Criteria.

NUREG-1757, Vol. 2, Rev. 1. Final Report. Division of Waste.

Management and Environmental Protection, Office of Nuclear Material

Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555-0001.

6. SAIC (Science Applications International Corporation). 2005a. Field

Sampling Plan. DU Impact Area Site Characterization, JPG, Madison,

Indiana. Final. May. ADAMS ML051520319

7. SAIC. 2005b. Health and Safety Plan. DU Impact Area Site

Characterization, JPG, Madison, Indiana. Final. May. ADAMS

ML051520319

8. SAIC. 2005c. Quality Assurance Project Plan. DU Impact Area Site

Characterization, JPG, Madison, Indiana. Final. May. ADAMS

ML051520319

9. SAIC. 2006a. Field Sampling Plan Addendum 2, Depleted Uranium

Impact Area Site Characterization - Soil Verification, Jefferson Proving

Ground, Madison, Indiana. Final. July. ADAMS ML061930256.

10. SAIC. 2006b. Field Sampling Plan Addendum 3, Depleted Uranium

Impact Area Site Characterization - Other Monitoring Equipment

Installation, Other Monitoring (Precipitation, Cave, and Stream/Cave

Spring Gauges), and Electrical Imaging Survey, Jefferson Proving

Ground, Madison, Indiana. Final. July. ADAMS ML061930287.

11. SAIC. 2007a, Well Location Selection Report, Depleted Uranium

Impact Area Site Characterization: Soil Verification, Surface Water Gauge

Installation, Fracture Trace Analysis, and Electrical Imaging, Jefferson
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Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana. Final. January. ADAMS

ML070220461.

12. SAIC. 2007b. Field Sampling Plan Addendum 4, Depleted Uranium

Impact Area Site Characterization: Monitoring Well Installation Jefferson

Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana. January. ADAMS ML070220165.

13. U.S. Army. 2006a. Technical Review of Request for an Amendment to

License SUB-1435 (Docket No. 040-08838) Proposing an Alternate

Schedule for the Submission of a Decommissioning Plan for Jefferson

Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana. Memorandum Daniel M. Gillen, Deputy

Director, Decommissioning Directorate, Division of Waste Management

and Environmental Protection, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and

Safeguards to Mr. Alan G. Wilson, Garrison Manager, Office of the

Garrison Manager, Department of the Army, 1 Rock Island Arsenal, Rock

Island, IL 61299-5000. April 26. ADAMS ML053320014.

14. U.S. Army. 2006b. Responses to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

January 18, 2006, Request for Additional Information Regarding the

Proposed Field Sampling Plan for Jefferson Proving Ground (License

SUB-1435). Submitted to the U.S. Department of Army Installation

Support Management Agency, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.

Prepared by Science Applications International Corporation, Reston,

Virginia. 2006. ADAMS ML 060590379.

Q64. Have any of the references you have listed in your Answer 63 not

been filed with the NRC as part of the license amendment

proceedings?

A64. (TDE) Yes, the first three listed references have not been filed. I

have attached true and correct copies of the portions of those references

mentioned in my testimony as Exhibit TDE #2 (Fetter), Exhibit TDE #3

(Greeman) and Exhibit TDE #4 (Montgomery Watson).

Q65. Does that conclude your testimony?
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A65. (TDE) Yes, it does.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL

Before Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chair
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Dr. Richard F. Cole

In the Matter of
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)
)
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)

Docket No. 40-8838-MLA

ASLBP No. 00-776-04-MLA

August 2, 2007(Jefferson Proving Ground Site)

AFFIDAVIT OF TODD D. EABY

RE STV CONTENTION B-i, BASIS ITEMS "b", "c", "g", "h" AND "i"9

County of Dauphin

State of Pennsylvania
)
)

I, Todd D. Eaby, being duly swom according to law, depose and state the

following:

1. I am a Geologist/Project Manager with Science Applications

International Corporation (SAIC) in their Harrisburg, Pennsylvania office. My

business address is 6310 Allentown Boulevard, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17112.

2. I am providing testimony, dated August 2, 2007, on behalf of the U.S.

Army, Licensee, in the above captioned proceeding, entitled "TESTIMONY OF

TODD D. EABY ON STV CONTENTION B-i, BASIS ITEMS BASIS ITEMS 'b',



'c', 'g', 'h' AND 'i' Subjects: Stream Gauging Study; Poor Water Quality; Well

Installation and Assessment; Number of Wells; Conduit Wells; Dry Well

Abandonment; Colluvium Wells; Permeability Testing; Borehole Geophysical

Testing; Surface Water Sampling and Sediment Sampling Programs; Surface

Water/Sediment Sampling Locations.

3. The factual statements and opinions I express in the cited testimony

are true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge and belief.

4. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is' true and correct.

Further, the affiant sayeth not.

Todd D. Eaby

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 2 day of August, 2007.

Notary ublic

My commission expires 1 7

C10'.MONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
Notarial Seal

Diana L Peters, Notary Pubic
Lower Paxton Twp., Dauphin Couni'!

My Commission Expires Nov 14. 2C07

kVoimber. Pennsylvania AssaCdatinn Of Nntarif"
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EABY TESTIMONY EXHIBIT TDE #1

Resume

TODD D. EABY, P.G.

Project Manager/Geologist

M r. Education: B.S. in Geology, 1990
participates in Millersville University
environmental e ýnRegistrations/ Licensed Professional Geologist - PA

assessments, Certification: OSHA Supervisor Training
OSHA Hazardous Waste Operations Training

hydrogeologic evaluations, site OSHA Confined Space Entry Training

characterizations, site OSHA Excavation Competent Person Training

remediation, and

Brownfields/redevelopment activities. His responsibilities include managing and conducting

environmental assessments, management of field activities such as contaminant delineation and

characterization, well installation and subsurface investigations, remediation oversight,

remediation pilot tests, and hydrogeologic investigations. Mr. Eabyjoined SAIC in 1991.

" Diamond drill coring.

" Well installation using numerous drilling techniques.

" Aquifer testing - pumping tests, slug tests, artesian flow tests.

• Site characterization.

* Site assessments.

" Monitored natural attenuation studies.I

* Site remediation.

" Hydrogeologic investigations
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. 1

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Project Manager/Project Geologist, Harley-Davidson Motor Company, York, PA - Project

manager responsible for completing a supplemental remedial investigation to address identified

data gaps in a remedial investigation completed by a previous consultant. The project is ongoing

and includes direct push technology soil borings and soil sample collection, bedrock and

overburden monitoring well installation, monitoring well sampling using a modified micro-purge

procedure, sediment and surface water sampling, geophysical studies including electrical imaging

and electromagnetic surveys, a thermal survey of an adjacent creek, soil vapor point installation

and sample collection, and stream gauge installation.

Project Manager/Project Geologist, Quality Distribution Inc., William Dick Lagoon

Superfund Site, Coatesville, PA - Project manager responsible for the completion of the

Baseline Assessment phase prior to completion of construction and start-up of a groundwater

pump and treatment plant. As project manager was responsible for writing the comprehensive

sampling and analysis plan for approval by the EPA. Baseline assessment tasks are ongoing and

being managed include: residential supply well sampling, monitoring well re-development,

monitoring well re-habilitation, monitoring well sampling, installation of recording weather

station and groundwater stage recorders, and macroinvertebrate sampling at the proposed

discharge stream and reference stream. System start-up activities will include pumping tests for

the recovery wells, monitoring of groundwater response to pumping, system influent and effluent

sampling.

Project Hydrogeologist, Jefferson Proving Grounds, Madison, IN - Hydrogeologist for

support to the US Army during the decommissioning process for their NRC license associated

with the former depleted uranium (DU) projectile testing range. The project is ongoing.

Responsible for developing work plans, specifications and cost estimating for characterization of

the potential impacts due to the presence of DU projectiles and refinement of the existing

conceptual site model. Supported the Army with formal requests for additional information from

the NRC staff and at meeting with the NRC staff and the US Army counsel. The project has

numerous tasks including, but not limited to fracture trace studies, electrical imaging, soil

verification, installation and monitoring of automatic and continuous recording stream gauges,

hydrograph analysis, biota sampling and analysis, monitoring well installations, and soil and

groundwater sampling.
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Project Geologist/Health and Safety Officer, Chevron Texaco Corporation, Brooklyn, NY -

Provided health and safety support as the site health and safety officer and rig geologist support

during an intensive well installation task inside of an operating warehouse. Well installation

inside the warehouse was determined to be necessary to continue with characterization of a

hydrocarbon plume from. previous site and neighboring property activities from petroleum fuel

terminals and refineries. The drilling was completed with rotary sonic drilling techniques and

required the construction of a negative pressure vapor control enclosure surrounding the drill rig

and rig geologist work area to maintain safe working conditions while not adversely impacting

the air quality in the remainder of the warehouse. Providing assistance in developing protocols

for evaluating the aquifer, tidal influences and completing aquifer tests. Also assisting in analysis

of the aquifer test data.

Project Geologist, Claremont Polychemical Superfund Site, HTRW Related services under

Long Term Response Action (LTRA) program (USACE Kansas City), Old Bethpage, NY -

Geologist for the installation of deep monitoring wells using sonic drilling techniques and

discrete interval groundwater sampling with rapid turn around laboratory analysis to make field

decisions on well construction and screen depth placement at Claremont Polychemical Site. The

wells were installed to investigate the up gradient limits of the VOC plume. Interfaced with EPA

and USACE personnel to relay groundwater chemistry data and field observations to aid in

construction design and screen depth selection. Completed preliminary elevation surveying and

well location mapping. During a scheduled treatment system shutdown, conducted recovery and

system start-up hydrogeologic testing and analysis to determine transmissivity values for the

aquifer to be used in groundwater modeling efforts. Installed electronic monitoring devices into

the monitoring wells, supervised and completed collection of field measurements during the tests

and conducted the data reduction and analysis of the test data. Conducted quarterly monitoring

well sampling consisting of using micro-purge techniques and associated equipment. Assisted in

preparation of work plans, specifications and cost estimating for the three phases of the well,

installations. Completed hydrogeologic reporting from aquifer testing and well completion

reports.

Project Geologist, Forbes Atlas S-7 Missile Site, HTRW Related services under Long Term

Response Action (LTRA) program (USACE Kansas City), Wamego, KS - Site Geologist for

preparation of plans, specifications and cost estimating associated with the well design,
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construction and installation of injection, vapor extraction, monitoring and extraction wells at

Forbes Atlas S-7 Missile Site, Ozinox Pilot Test. Prior to well installation, verified the site

conditions and well locations in the field. Documented the installation of the injection, vapor

extraction, monitoring and extraction wells using Odexl continuous casing advancement

techniques. Completed oversight of the construction and development of the newly installed

wells.

Project Geologist, Shell Oil Products US, Springfield, PA - Project geologist responsible for

development of the drilling work plan, specifications and cost estimating for the installation of

test borings, and monitoring wells. Utilized combinations of hollow-stem auger, diamond core

drilling and air rotary drilling techniques for the test borings and well installations. Supervised

the geophysical borehole logging of diamond core boreholes and interfaced with the project

manager and geophysics operator for comparison of visual lithologic log and borehole geophysics

log for well screen interval selection and well construction details. Provided oversight for all

drilling activities including diamond coring, hollow-stem auger and air rotary as well as

construction of single and nested monitoring wells and a large diameter recovery well.

Field Manager/Project Geologist, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA - Supervised

and conducted numerous assessments and limited compliance audits at the entire Bethlehem

facility consisting of an 1,800-acre heavy industrial facility. Managed the site characterization

activities and expanded investigations at the facility for Act 2 consideration and characterization.

Characterization activities included well installation, aquifer slug testing, soil sampling, well

sampling, sample collection with Geoprobe® (air, soil vapor, soil, water), soil gas surveys using

both Emfluxa and Gore-sorberi' technologies, borehole logging, electrical imaging (EI), ground-

penetrating radar (GPR), EM61/EM31 geophysical surveys, test pits, and soil borings. Well

installation and production well rehabilitation activities were accomplished using various drilling

methods including Odex® continuous casing advancement system, air-rotary, hollow stem auger,

mud-rotary, and cable-tool drilling techniques. Developed and managed a Monitored Natural

Attenuation (MNA) evaluation and sampling task.

Field Manager/Project Geologist, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Sparrows Point, MD -

Managed, supervised, and conducted well inventory and well installation phase of a nature and

extent study as part of compliance with.a United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

issued consent order. The well installations consisted of using both hollow-stem auger and
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rotary-sonic drilling methods. Isoflowr discrete interval groundwater sampling vas used during

the rotary-sonic drilling task to vertically profile the contaminant plume and assist in decisions

concerning the well screen interval selection and well construction.

Field Manager/Project Geologist, Harley-Davidson Motor Company, York, PA - Managed

and participated in investigation of area of proposed road relocation and former waste disposal

sites. Investigation consisted of Geoprobe® soil borings and test pit activities to identify areas

where waste had been deposited and collect samples for characterization, risk analysis and

remedial option evaluation.

Project Geologist, South Jersey Clothing Company Superfund Site, Buena Vista, NJ -

Supervised the drilling and installation of observation and injection wells using mud-rotary

drilling techniques. Collected samples for grain size analysis during observation well installation

and assisted in the analysis and design of the well screens for the injection wells. Provided

supervision of the development and capacity testing completed on the installed injection wells.

Project Geologist, Alabama Army Ammunition Plant (ALAAP), Childersburg, AL -

Supervised the drilling and installation of monitoring and pumping wells for characterization and

aquifer pumping tests. The site is karst and presented challenging drilling. The well installations

were accomplished using Odex® continuous casing advancement drilling techniques and tooling.

The well locations were selected based on results from electrical imaging, which identified

potential groundwater conduits within the karst system. Provided supervision for the installation

of pilot hole borings for the potential pumping well locations. The pilot holes were drilled using

reverse rotary drilling techniques. Following the installation and evaluation of pilot hole borings,

the final location of the pumping well was selected. Provided supervision for the installation of

the pumping well using large-diameter Odex® drilling techniques. Participated and assisted with

setting up an aquifer pumping test on the high yielding pumping well. Used various electronic-

water level data collection devices in the pumping and monitoring wells during the test.

Project Geologist, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA - Conducted river bottom

elevation survey in area surrounding river water intake on the Lehigh River. Constructed profiles

and contours of river bottom in the area of the water intake to evaluate impacts of low and high

water conditions on ability to pump water from the Lehigh River and whether dredging of the

intake area was needed. Determined that dredging was not needed.
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Project Geologist, Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, OH - Supervised the drilling

and installation of monitoring wells during a remedial investigation using air diamond drill coring

of the well locations and air-rotary reaming of the core holes prior to well construction.

Project Geologist, Bonney Forge, Allentown, PA - Conducted slug test aquifer testing.

Analyzed slug test data and prepared a hydrogeologic report.

Project Geologist, Brush Wellman, Shimersville, PA - Conducted monitoring well and quality

assurance/quality control (QA/QC) sampling as part of Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

(RCRA) closure and monitoring of a process lagoon. Conducted stream gauging and piezometer

monitoring task to characterize groundwater recharge/loss from the stream flowing through the

site. Conducted aquifer slug tests on monitoring wells. Analyzed slug test data and prepared

hydrogeologic report.

Field Manager/Project Geologist, Various Industrial and Federal Facilities - Performed

environmental assessments and limited compliance audits at various manufacturing, distribution,

and laboratory facilities. Work involved reviewing waste management documentation, spill

control plans, storage tank recovery, and other site information related to the environmental

condition of the facilities. Based on the initial assessment findings, several of the facilities were

investigated further for Act 2 redevelopment consideration.

Project Geologist, GE/RCA, Cherry Hill, NJ - Collected monthly groundwater samples in

compliance with discharge requirements. Responded to the unique operation and maintenance

(O&M) needs of this remedial system, such as fuel oil buildup on system control probes.

Performed sampling utilizing SAIC's Geoprobe® system to delineate the extent of the No. 6 fuel

oil plume that extended under a site building. Supervised the emplacement of a temporary

groundwater depression system and the excavation of impacted soils above and below the

groundwater. Conducted various soil sampling activities to confirm site conditions prior to

property transaction.

Project Geologist, J. E. Baker, York, PA - Assisted corporate geologist during many field

activities ranging from mapping rock, outcrop to surveying for future quarry activities. Principal

responsibility was to complete lithologic logs of diamond drill core and collect chip samples from
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the core for chemical analysis. The drill logs and chip samples were being used for valuation of

quarry expansions and ongoing operations.

Project Geologist, K. I. Sawyer Air Force Base, Marquette, MI - Supervised drilling and well

construction of high yielding recovery wells as part of the installation of a large-capacity

groundwater remediation system to remove hydrocarbons and protect public drinking water

sources. Well installation included drilling in unconsolidated heaving sands, constructing double

cased wells, and telescoping continuous wire-wound stainless steel well screens. Monitored air

quality for health and safety around the drilling rig. Monitored health and safety conditions when

the project involved confined space entry. Supervised development of the high-capacity wells.

Project Geologist, Lancaster Battery PRP Group, Lancaster Battery Superfund Site,

Lancaster, PA - Conducted soil and QA/QC sampling during the characterization and removal of

impacted soils following EPA Region III protocol. Assisted in on-site sample screening using a

portable X-ray fluorescence (XRF) unit.

Project Geologist, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), Hazleton,

PA - Assisted DEP personnel in tracing a vapor/floating hydrocarbon plume during an emergency

response by collecting soil, water, soil vapor, and floating hydrocarbon samples by utilizing a

Geoprobe® sampling system.

Project Geologist/Field Manager, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection,

Hometown, PA - Performed three aquifer pumping tests and assisted with data interpretation and

modeling of the site hydrogeologic settings. Supervised drilling and construction of bedrock and

overburden monitoring wells used to characterize the extensive hydrocarbon plume. Conducted

sampling of monitoring wells for groundwater characterization. Supervised and conducied

Geoprobe® sampling of soil and groundwater and on-site analysis of samples to delineate the

hydrocarbon plume in areas where the plume was present in an unconsolidated aquifer.

Project Geologist/Field Manager, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection,

Kennett Square, PA - Collected soil vapor samples and delineated a vapor plume utilizing a

Geoprobe® sampling system. Supervised on-site sample analysis of the soil gas samples by

portable gas chromatograph (GC). Oversaw drilling and installation of bedrock monitoring wells

and supervised sampling of monitoring and private supply wells. Performed an aquifer pumping
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test and completed a vapor extraction pilot test at this site which was contaminated by benzene,

toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX). Conducted an analysis of the aquifer pumping test

data and modeled the site hydrogeologic setting. Prepared a hydrogeologic report on the results

of the pilot tests for the DEP.

Project Geologist, Pennsylvania Mines Corporation, Pine Flats, PA - Managed field sampling

and field activities for a major hydrogeologic investigation of a drainage basin and aquifers

overlying an abandoned bituminous coal mine. Duties consisted of supervision of rock coring

and evaluation of rock core to identify and construct the stratigraphic column and cross sections;

piezometer installations; seep identification and sampling; seep flow measurements and sampling;

stream gauging and sampling; conducting pumping and artesian aquifer tests; and slug testing of

aquifers and analysis of aquifer tests; and coordination of results with project team which

included hydrogeologists, engineers, and attorneys.

Project Geologist, Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, IL - Assisted in data collection phase of

an RI at the old arsenal landfill under the direction of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers

(USACE). Activities consisted of supervising diamond drill coring and saddle packer testing -for

permeability evaluation of the aquifer for both consideration of optimum depth of monitoring

well screen placement and suitability of a grout curtain. Supervised the installation of vertical

and angle alluvial and bedrock monitoring wells using a combination of rotary-sonic, air-rotary

and hollow-stem auger methods. Supervised soil borings conducted with hollow-stem auger

method and collected characterization samples for laboratory analysis. Supervised installation of

temporary well points using hollow-stem auger methods. Developed and sampled monitoring

wells. All field activities were conducted under supervision of and in accordance with USACE

specifications.

Project Geologist/Field Manager, SICO Oil Company, Gilbertsville, PA - Completed

monthly groundwater sampling in compliance with discharge permit requirements. Measured

groundwater levels, and levels of free gasoline product. Collected groundwater samples from on-

site recovery wells, and from several residential wells on adjacent properties. Also collected

effluent samples to assure compliance with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

(NPDES) requirements.
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Project Geologist, Star Enterprise, Coraopolis, PA - Supervised and installed sparge and

vacuum extraction points using a Geoprobe". These points were utilized for a large remediation

system at an operating fuels terminal.

Project Geologist, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Lang Superfund Site, Browns Mills, NJ -

Developed injection wells that were connected to a high capacity remediation system. Collected

groundwater samples from monitoring wells.

Project Geologist/Field Manager, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA),

Confidential Location - Reviewed off- and on-site records and files; conducted interviews with

selected federal government personnel; and performed an on-site reconnaissance to identify

hazardous materials usage, storage, and disposal as well as any documented releases. Compiled

information regarding targets, migration pathways, and receptors. Assisted in formulation of

Hazardous Ranking Score (HRS) to prioritize future work. Managed and participated in site

inspection (SI) task of areas of concern identified during the preliminary assessment (PA) phase.

Supervised and coordinated sampling teams, drilling crews, and air stack sampling crews. The SI

phase consisted of soil sampling, surface water sampling, sediment sampling, monitoring well

installation, groundwater sample collection, and air emissions stack testing. Used the SI phase

data to refine the HRS for submission to EPA Region II.

Project Geologist, City of York - Broad Street Garage, York, PA - Supervised the excavation

of an 8,000-gallon underground storage tank (UST). Provided quality, control oversight and

inspection during the actual tank retrieval. Screened on-site soils for hydrocarbon content using

an organic vapor analyzer (OVA). Assessed the OVA results to determine where additional soils

should be excavated for subsequent treatment and disposal. Conducted site characterization and

supervised the drilling and construction of monitoring wells. Collected monitoring well samples

and QA/QC samples.

Drilling technique experience:

0 Auger drilling

* Angle auger drilling

* Air-rotary drilling

* Angle air-rotary drilling
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* Diamond core drilling

* Angle diamond core drilling

" Air diamond core drilling

" Mud-rotary drilling

* Odex®, Stradex1, Tubex®. continuous casing advancement systems

" Reverse-rotary drilling

• Rotary sonic drilling

• Angle rotary sonic drilling

* Cable tool drilling

Miscellaneous:

* Continued Education, NGWA: Analysis and Design of Aquifer Tests, including Slug Tests

and Fracture Tests, 1995, 2.8 CEU.

* American Safety and Health Institute Approved Adult CPR Refresher Training

* American Safety and Health Institute First Aid Training
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